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SUMMARY
Hybrid content delivery networks (HCDN) beneﬁt from the complementary advantages of P2P (Peer to
Peer) networks and CDNs (Content Delivery Network). In order to extend a traditional CDN and enable
it to offer hybrid content delivery service, we have modiﬁed a traditional domain name system-based request routing mechanism. The proposed scheme relies on an oligopolistic mechanism to balance the load
on the edge servers and employs a truthful proﬁt-maximizing auction to maximize the contribution of users
in the P2P content delivery. In particular, economics of content delivery in HCDNs is studied, and it is
shown that through our request routing mechanism, it is possible to deliver higher quality of service to majority of end-users, increase the net proﬁt of the HCDN provider and decrease the content distribution cost at
the same time. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received 25 August 2014; Revised 16 March 2015; Accepted 30 March 2015

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to offer low-priced, scalable, high-quality and reliable content delivery service, hybrid
content delivery networks (HCDNs) blend Content Delivery Network (CDN) and Peer to Peer
(P2P) technologies. As illustrated in Figure 1, in HCDNs, users have the option to choose either of
the base quality client–server (CS) or the high-quality hybrid (P2P) modes to receive the content
[1]. In P2P mode, users have to contribute their upload bandwidth in the P2P content delivery to
receive higher quality of service (QoS).
Similar to CDNs, in HCDNs, the content provider pays cost of the content delivery service, based
on the service-level agreement (SLA) offered by the (H)CDN provider. In practice, if the user chooses
to receive the higher-quality content in P2P mode, not only the content provider pays content delivery
fees agreed on the SLA, but also the end-users have to afford a fraction of the content delivery costs in
the form of its upload bandwidth. In other words, P2P end-users have to spend a fraction of their
network upload capacity on the P2P content delivery process. Therefore, in order to incentivize the
end-users to contribute in content delivery optimally, the P2P service must be offered with more quality compared with the CS service [1]. Moreover, the price of the P2P service at the SLA must be kept
less than the CS service to convince the content provider to ask for the hybrid content delivery service.
Traditional CDNs optimize their performance by relying on two key mechanisms: replica placement
(RP) and request routing (RR) [2,3]. While RP mechanism decides for the locations of replicas, the RR
subsystem receives the outcome of RP mechanism and redirects users to the optimum available server.
Most existing CDNs employ domain name system (DNS)-based RR mechanism to minimize their
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Figure 1. Client–server and peer-to-peer (P2P) content delivery approaches in hybrid content delivery
networks (thickness of arrows show trafﬁc intensity). SLA, service-level agreement

content delivery cost [4,5]. DNS-based RR mechanism replies to each request with a list of nearby
edge servers. Because all the end-users of the same content demand the same amount of network resources from the CDN perspective, there is no difference among the candidate edge servers listed in
the DNS response message; therefore, users are free to choose each of them.
Compared with the RR mechanism in traditional CDNs, the RR mechanism of HCDN requires
considering new aspects. First, in HCDN, the P2P content delivery approach can decrease the
bandwidth consumption and increase the net proﬁt of the HCDN provider. While the sole economic objective of the RR mechanism in CDNs is to minimize the content distribution costs,
in HCDNs, bandwidth contribution of the end-users and different prices of the P2P service
(in SLA) change the economic model of the system. Therefore, in designing the RR mechanism
of HCDNs, both cost and revenue of the system must be taken into account. Second, the availability and price of resources in P2P subnetworks in HCDNs vary from server to server. Therefore, the selection of the most economic edge server to serve a user is crucial. And last but not
the least, the RR mechanism, in addition to determining the address of the best server, must
determine the contribution level of users interested to receive the content in P2P mode. In P2P
networks, bandwidth allocation is a key challenge [6]. Users of these networks normally behave
selﬁshly [7] and prefer not to contribute their network resources into the P2P content distribution
process. This fact faces P2P networks with the free-riding problem. P2P networks employ various
techniques to overcome this problem [8]. Therefore, the RR mechanism of the HCDN must
develop a coherent policy to motivate the end-users to contribute maximally in P2P content
delivery and prevent free riding.
In this paper, we introduce an economic RR mechanism to enable a commercial traditional CDN to
offer hybrid content delivery services. The mechanism relies on the mathematical modelling of the
HCDN service economy and considers the net proﬁt of HCDN provider as the objective. We have
employed a truthful proﬁt-maximizing auction [9] to determine the optimum level of end-user’s contribution and an oligopolistic market [10] to redirect the end-users to the most proﬁtable edge server.
This economic RR mechanism demands cooperation of edge servers and a traditional DNS-based RR
mechanism with a hybrid RR server (HRRS). It relies on communication of a few small messages to
determine the price and quantity of production at each edge server. Price and production quantity of
each edge server in this domain are equivalent to the contribution amount of end-users in the form
of upload bandwidth and the way they are clustered among edge servers.
The major contribution of this paper is an economic RR and resource allocation mechanism for
streaming content distribution in HCDNs. This approach extends the RR of traditional CDNs, enabling
them to offer hybrid CDN–P2P services. Our proposed mechanism obeys the SLA, maximizes the net
proﬁt of hybrid CDN–P2P service provider, increases the contribution of the users and prevents the
free-riding problem. Moreover, it is able to be integrated with the existing popular DNS-based RR
mechanisms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We explore related works and compare the
problem with neighbouring problems in Section 2. In Section 3, the problem of economic RR in
HCDNs is introduced. Section 4 introduces the proposed mechanism. The proposed mechanism is
evaluated in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2. RELATED WORK
Many experimental [1] and theoretical [11] studies show the potentials of HCDNs to cover shortcomings of P2P networks and CDNs. Ha et al. compare costs of processing and storage in CDNs, P2P networks and HCDNs [12]. Hai et al. give an in-depth understanding of HCDN’s effectiveness in [13].
They carry out a detailed performance evaluation based on the deterministic ﬂuid model and provide
numeric results of HCDN, comparing with conventional CDN and P2P networks. A comparison of
bandwidth consumption of CDNs and HCDNs is presented by Huang et al. [11]. They have showed
that application of these networks can decrease the bandwidth consumption of a content delivery system by 65%.
In the literature, there are different architectures for HCDNs [14]. These architectures can be classiﬁed to P2P-inspired HCDNs and CDN-inspired HCDNs. In the ﬁrst class [15–17], the architecture
of the HCDN is inspired from P2P systems, and the CDN part is employed to ﬁll the missing blocks
of the playback buffer. In these networks, the economic model of the system has the most similarity
with the traditional P2P networks. Therefore, from economics point of view, P2P-inspired HCDNs
have signiﬁcant difference with commercial CDNs. In these networks, the resource scheduling mechanism mostly considers the social welfare of end-users as the optimization goal [18]. The second class
of HCDNs inherits the architecture of traditional CDNs. These networks are able to be deployed as
commercial HCDNs. They can extend existing traditional CDNs and are able to tolerate the fact that
some end-users might not prefer to install the special hybrid content distribution application software
on their machines [1]. End-users equipped with the special hybrid content delivery software are able to
receive the content in higher-quality P2P mode [19]. CDN-inspired HCDNs not only inherit the architecture of CDNs, but also their economic model has the maximum similarity with these networks. In
the economic cycle of CDN-inspired HCDNs, the objective is to maximize the net proﬁt of the HCDN
provider. LiveSky [1] can be referred as one of these architectures and also as the ﬁrst successful deployment of HCDNs. LiveSky extends an old-fashioned CDN to an HCDN and has succeeded to serve
10 million concurrent requests for streaming videos.
Content delivery networks employ RR and RP mechanisms to optimize their performance [2,20,21]
and introduce RP mechanisms for HCDNs. While the RP mechanism decides for the place and number
of replicas, the RR mechanism of the HCDN in addition to assigning end-users and edge servers (like
CDNs) is needed to incentivize end-users and try to improve their contribution in the P2P content delivery. Although there are several implementations and studies in the ﬁeld of HCDNs, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no work on economics of RR and resource allocation mechanisms in HCDNs,
and this work might be the ﬁrst.
In the literature, there is a great body of research on the resource allocation mechanism in P2P networks. The resource allocation mechanism of these networks must answer many concerns including
scalability, fault tolerance and especially fairness. Contemporary P2P networks mostly rely on microeconomics (e.g. the eMule’s crediting system) or game theory (e.g. the BitTorrent’s tic-tac-toe strategy) to overcome the selﬁsh behaviour of the end-users, prevent the free-riding problem and
improve the fairness among the peers [7]. In this research, we need to solve the free-riding problem
in the P2P subnetworks of the HCDN, but two facts make it impractical to rely on the existing resource
allocation mechanisms popular in the P2P networks. First, the economic model of the HCDN is
completely different from P2P networks. While in P2P networks, the goal of the system is to improve
the satisfaction of the end-users (social welfare), in HCDNs, QoS is guaranteed based on the SLA;
therefore, the objective of the resource allocation mechanism is to improve the proﬁt of the HCDN
provider. The second major difference relies on the fact that peers of P2P networks interact with each
other through microeconomic or game-theoretic mechanisms (pay virtual credit or send messages of a
game), but in HCDN environment, end-users (peers) must interact with the RR mechanism directed by
the HCDN provider. In other words, the receiver of the money and form of the market in the HCDN
environment are completely different.
The resource allocation and RR mechanism of the HCDN must consider both economic
models of the HCDN architecture and behaviour of the end-users [12]. We rely on two economic mechanisms to select the most beneﬁcial assignment of the end-users and edge servers
and to maximize contribution of end-users in hybrid content delivery. In this paper, we extend
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the traditional DNS-based RR mechanism to enable hybrid content delivery in CDNs.
Despite shortcomings of the DNS-based RR [4], most of the popular existing CDNs, for
example, Akamai, employ this mechanism because of its ease of management, scalability and
simplicity [2].
In the theory of economics, the situation in which the market is dominated by small number of
sellers is referred to as oligopoly. Oligopolistic markets are based on collusion, and they are able
to maximize their net proﬁt even with uncertainty about production costs [22]. Competition of ﬁrms
in oligopolies might be on price, production quantity or both [10]. Because availability and price of
bandwidth at different edge servers are variable [4], we apply an oligopolistic market to determine
production quantity among the edge servers introduced by DNS-based RR. The RR mechanism employs an oligopolistic mechanism to choose one of handful near edge servers to serve each user. Because oligopolistic markets, even in symbolic economic model of overlay environments are rare [22],
there are few works applying this economic model. Weihong and Li [23] have applied a Cournot
oligopoly to propose a control-theoretic solution to adapt the user contribution in P2P ﬁle sharing
environment.
Request routing mechanism of HCDN, in addition to assigning end-users to edge servers,
must optimize contribution of end-users in hybrid content delivery. Bandwidth discovery and allocation in traditional P2P overlay networks are a well-known problem in computer networks
literature [24,25]. Because of the high potentials of economic mechanisms and game theory,
many of the works in this domain rely on auctions and incentivizing peers [26]. In game theory
[27], truthful auctions are divided into two classes: (i) mechanisms relying on truthful auctions
and implementing social choice functions, for example, Vickrey–Clarke–Groves (VCG) and
Vickrey auctions, and (ii) truthful proﬁt maximization auctions. Because of the economic model
of P2P networks, mechanisms of the ﬁrst group are applied widely [28]. While VCG auctions
suffer from several limitations in practice [29], the most successful mechanism in this group
of mechanisms is Vickrey second-price auction [30,31]. In this work, features of the problem
are shown to be more compatible with one of the mechanisms classiﬁed in the second group
[9]. There are two categories of proﬁt-maximizing auctions: Bayesian approach and prior-free
approximation. The Myerson approach [27] belongs to the ﬁrst category and is proved to be
able to maximize the net proﬁt of digital good auction when distribution of private value of
buyers comes from a previously known i.i.d.1 statistical distribution. In the literature of economic mechanism design, proﬁt-maximizing auctions are usually veriﬁed against VCG and
Vickrey auctions [32]. Therefore, we apply the Myerson mechanism to implement the solution
and verify it against a Vickrey auction.

3. HYBRID CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK–PEER-TO-PEER NETWORKS
3.1. Architecture of a hybrid content delivery network–peer-to-peer network
An HCDN employs the architecture shown in Figure 2, to receive the content from the content provider and deliver it to the end-users. In this network, the content provider contracts an SLA with the
HCDN provider and provides the distribution servers with ﬂow of the content. The content is
multicast through the intermediate servers [25] and replicated on edge servers selected by the RP
mechanism [21].
As illustrated in Figure 3, the RP mechanism provides the RR mechanism with the list of edge
servers containing replicas of the content. Users progressively send their requests to the RR mechanism, one by one. The RR mechanism must provide each user with the address of a suitable
server containing a replica of the content. If the user prefers to receive the content in hybrid
mode, the RR mechanism and the user must agree on the necessary upload bandwidth contribution of the user.
1
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Figure 2. Architecture of a Hybrid CDN-P2P network

Figure 3. The RR mechanism in HCDN

3.2. Economics of hybrid content delivery network–peer-to-peer networks
Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper to model economics and performance of
the HCDN. An HCDN contracts SLAs with content providers to distribute the content using
client–server and P2P modes. The revenue function in the contracted SLA for distribution of
content i between a commercial HCDN provider and the content provider is assumed to be
as follows:
RSLAi ¼ PCS;i : BWCS;i : N totalCS;i þ PP2P;i : BWP2P;i : N totalP2P;i ;

(1)

where RSLAi determines the revenue of the HCDN provider according to the SLAi.NtotalCS,i and
NtotalP2P,i represent the total number of users served with the content i using the CS and P2P
approaches, respectively. PCS,i and PP2P,i denote the contracted prices of bandwidth in CS
and P2P modes. Bandwidth of the content i in CS and P2P modes are indicated by BWCS,i
and BWP2P,i, respectively. In order to keep the P2P content distribution economic and also prevent the HCDN from becoming a pure CDN, it is assumed that BWCS,i.PCS,i > BWP2P,i.PP2P,
i > 0. Additionally, BW CS,i ≪ BW P2P,i guarantees that users have enough incentives to contribute in the P2P content delivery. The amount of bandwidth an edge server spends to serve the
CS and P2P end-users receiving content i is expressed as follows:
BWES;i ¼ BWCS;ES;i þ BWP2P;ES;i ¼ BWCS;i : N CS;ES;i þ αES;i : BWP2P;i : N P2P;ES;i ;

(2)

where BWES,i , BWCS,ES,i and BWP2P,ES,i symbolize the total bandwidth consumption, the bandwidth spent for NCS,ES,i CS end-users and the bandwidth spent to serve NP2P,ES,i P2P end-users,
respectively. αES,i represents the effectiveness factor of P2P content delivery for the content i at
this edge server. Prices of the bandwidth at different edge servers in practice are variable and
represented by BWPES. So expenditures or cost function of an edge server is quantiﬁed using
equation (3) and denoted by CostES,i.
CostES;i ¼ BWES;i : BWPrice ES :
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 1. Summary of notations
Notation
RSLAi
NtotalCS,i
NtotalP2P,i
PCS,i
PP2P,i
P_ratio
BWCS,i
BWP2P,i
B_ratio
BWES,i
BWCS,ES,i
BWP2P,ES,i
NCS,ES,i
NP2P,ES,i
αES,i
BWPES
CostES,i
Replicasi
RPCostSLAi
USLAi
UUser
PUser,D
PUser,U
βUser
P2PES,i
CSES,i
DLCUser
ULCUser
Max_ContributionUser
PRF(BW)
TRR(i,User)
OptESUser

Description
Revenue of the hybrid CDN provider based on SLAi
Total number of users served with content i using CS approach
Total number of users served with content i using P2P approach
Price of bandwidth in CS mode for content i
Price of bandwidth in P2P mode for content i
Pricing ratio (PP2P,i/PCS,i)
Bandwidth of content i in CS mode
Bandwidth of content i in P2P mode
Ratio of P2P stream bandwidth to CS stream bandwidth (BWP2P,i/BWCS,i)
Total bandwidth consumption for distribution of content i at the edge server ES
Bandwidth spent for distribution of the content i in CS mode at the edge server ES
Bandwidth spent for distribution of the content i in P2P mode at the edge server ES
Number of end-users receiving content i in CS mode from edge server ES
Number of end-users receiving content i in P2P mode from edge server ES
Effectiveness factor of distribution of content i in P2P mode at edge server ES
Price of bandwidth at edge server ES
Cost of distribution of content i at edge server ES
Set of edge servers containing replicas of the content i
Costs spent by RP mechanism for replication of content i
Proﬁt or utility of the hybrid CDN–P2P network due to SLAi
Utility of the user due to receiving the content i in either CS or P2P modes
Price of the user’s download bandwidth
Price of the user’s download bandwidth
Ratio of the user’s upload to download bandwidth in P2P mode
Set of all P2P end-users receiving their service from ES
Set of all CS end-users receiving their service from ES
Capacity of user’s downlink
Capacity of user’s uplink
Maximum contribution of the user in P2P mode
Preference function of user
Set of local edge servers containing replicas of content i introduced by the
traditional request routing mechanism
Selected optimum ES to serve user

The cost function of content distribution at the edge servers in HCDN for SLAi can be represented as follows:
CostSLAi ¼

∑

ES ∈ Replicasi

Cost ES;i þ RPCost SLAi ;

(4)

where the set Replicasi denotes all the edge servers containing a replica of the content i and
RPCostSLAi indicates costs spent by the RP mechanism for replication of this content. As we
are about to design an RR mechanism, Replicasi and RPCostSLAi are considered constant in this
work. The proﬁt or utility of the HCDN is symbolized by USLAi and can be obtained by
U SLAi ¼ RSLAi  CostSLAi :

(5)

3.3. Economic modelling of end-user’s behaviour in hybrid content delivery network–peer-topeer networks
We consider the end-users as rational agents trying to maximize their own utility with preference on
high-quality content. We assume that the preference is a function of the bit rate of the content they receive, denoted by PRF(BW). Equation (6) gives the private utility function of a user for receiving the
content in CS or P2P modes and describes how the end-users decide to choose the traditional lowquality CS service or join the P2P network and make contribution providing the requested upload
bandwidth.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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PRF BWUser;CS  PUser;D :BWCS


¼ Max
PRF BWUser;P2P  PUser;D :BWP2P  βUser :PUser;U :BWP2P

ðCS modeÞ
ðP2P modeÞ
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:

(6)

UUser denotes the expected utility of a user due to receiving the content i in CS or P2P modes. PUser,
and PUser,U are private functions for pricing the download and upload capacities of the user’s link,
and βUser is the ratio of upload to download bandwidth the user has to contribute to receive the
high-quality P2P content from ES. Equation (7) describes the relation between αES,i and βUser
D

αES;i ¼ 1 

∑
βUser


:
P2PES;i 

User∈P2PES ;i

(7)

Here, P2PES,i is the set of all the P2P end-users receiving their service from ES. Considering equation (6) and capacity of the uplink and downlink of the user denoted by DLCUser and ULCUser, the
maximum contribution of an end-user in P2P mode denoted by Max_ContributionUser can be calculated as follows:
(
Max_ContributionUser ¼

0





ðin CS modeÞ

Min βUser :PUser;U ðBWP2P Þ; ULCUser
ðin P2P modeÞ




βUser :PUser;U ðBWP2P Þ ¼ PRF BWUser;P2P  PRF BWUser;CS þ PUser;D ðBWCS Þ  PriceUser;D ðBWP2P Þ:
(8)
This equation describes that ﬁrst, in CS mode, the maximum contribution of an end-user,
Max_contributionUser, will be zero. This case happens only when the downlink of the end-user does
not have enough capacity to pass the high-quality P2P content or when the end-user’s machine is
not equipped with the hybrid content delivery software. Second, in P2P mode, the end-user ﬁnds it
economic to contribute as much as βUser.PUser,U(BWP2P) to receive the higher-quality content. When
the end-user’s uplink capacity is greater than βUser.PUser,U(BWP2P), the end-user’s maximum contribution equals this number; otherwise, the uplink capacity (ULCUser) will be returned as the maximum
possible contribution. Max_contributionUser is a private value of the user, and the HCDN has no direct
way to ﬁnd it.
3.4. Problem statement
In order to introduce the economic RR mechanism, we employ the notation used in economic mechanism design theory, illustrated in Figure 4 [33]. In this domain, the problem is introduced by specifying two parameters ϴ and F, the environment space and goal function, respectively [33].
Environment space of the problem is the set of all instances of the problem. An instance of the problem
or θ ∈ ϴ consists of current state of the system and features of the new user. As the outcome of the
problem is the maximum proﬁt, the outcome space, Z, is single dimension and is a subset of R+. In this
notation, F describes the goal function of the mechanism, F: ϴ → Z. Therefore, the mechanism designer is requested to design a mechanism to produce the outcome of F(θ) for each θ ∈ ϴ.

Figure 4. Notations used to introduce an economic mechanism
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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An economic mechanism is denoted by π = (M, μ, h) and consists of three elements, a message
space, symbolized by M, an equilibrium message correspondence, denoted by μ, and an outcome function, denoted by h [33], where μ: ϴ → M and h: M → Z. The message space M consists of the messages
available for communication. The group equilibrium message correspondence μ associates with each
environment, θ, the set of messages, μ(θ), that are equilibrium or stationary messages for all the
agents. The outcome function h translates messages into outcomes. Thus, the mechanism π = (M, μ,
h) when operated in an environment θ leads to the outcome h(μ(θ)) in Z. If it is the case for all environments, θ, in the given space, ϴ, the mechanism π leads to a desirable outcome in that environment,
then we say that π realizes F on ϴ.
In this paper, an instance of the problem θ is described as follows:
• SLAi for distribution of content i.
• The user and its private maximum contribution.
• Set of local edge servers containing replicas of the requested content introduced by traditional
RR mechanism, TRR(i, End _ User), and their current state including: BWPES, BWCS,ES,i,
BWP2P,ES,i, NCS,ES, NP2P,ES and αES,i.
Objective function, F, is deﬁned to maximize
(

PCS;i  BWPES :BWCS;i
F ðθ Þ ¼
PP2P;i :BWP2P;i  ð1  βUser Þ: BWP2P;i : BWPES

ðCS modeÞ
ðP2P modeÞ

:

(9)

The only variables in this objective function are selected edge server and amount of the end-user’s contribution. Therefore, in order to maximize F(θ), the mechanism must tune two variables, βUser and ES.

4. THE PROPOSED MECHANISM
4.1. Economic foundations of the request routing mechanism
In order to solve the problem deﬁned earlier, we need to answer two questions for a new user. First, if
the user is interested in receiving the content in P2P mode, how much must it pay (contribute) in the
form of upload bandwidth to join the P2P service? Second, among the near servers containing replicas
of the requested content, which server must take the responsibility to serve the user?
Hybrid CDN–P2P network has the sole responsibility of distribution of the content. Therefore, in
this domain, HCDN is able to leverage its monopoly power to determine the optimum contribution
level and select the best server. Based on microeconomics theory of monopolistic markets, a monopoly
ﬁrm is a price maker [10]; therefore, the optimum outcome of the problem can be theoretically calculated by ﬁnding the optimum monopoly solution [34]. However, knowing that revenue and cost function of the HCDN, equations (1) and (4), depend on the private utility function of the end-users,
equation (6), it is obvious that solving the problem using a straightforward monopoly approach is
not trivial.
Users interested in the high-quality P2P content do not naturally reveal their maximum contribution
level. If the RR mechanism ﬁnds it economically beneﬁcial to serve the new user in P2P mode, the best
strategy is to charge the user the highest possible upload bandwidth. In other words, the maximum
possible value of βUser maximizes the objective function, equation (9). This strategy does not depend
on the selected server. In order to determine βUser , we employ a proﬁt-maximizing auction.
Because of the fact that CDNs are believed to have precise vision of the underlying network [35],
under supervision of the administrator (when the number of requests is small) or automatically (when
number of requests is large), it is possible to acquire the statistical distribution of private value of users
(calculating probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) from previous observations) and apply the Myerson equation, equation (10), to determine the optimum price
(requested bandwidth). The Myerson approach is proved to be both incentive compatible2 and proﬁt
2
In mechanism design, a process is incentive compatible if all of the participants fare best when they truthfully reveal any private
information asked for by the mechanism.
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Table 2. Message space (M) employed to implement the HRR mechanism
Message name

Source

Destination

Content

Hybrid content End-user
distribution
request

Hybrid RR
(Object ID, address
server (HRRS) of user and desired
upload contribution)

Traditional
RR request
Traditional
RR response

HRRS

Expected net
proﬁt request

RRHS

Traditional RR (Object ID and
server
address of user)
HRRS
(Address of edge
server1, …, address
of edge servern)
Edge server
(Object ID, address
of user and determined
upload contribution)

Expected net
proﬁt
response

Edge
server

HRRS

Hybrid
content
distribution
response

HRRS

End-user

Traditional
RR server

Comments
The employed auction, Myerson,
is truthful, so the user has to
reveal its truthful maximum value
of desired upload contribution
Exactly same as DNS request

Exactly same as DNS response, it
returns address of n edge servers
∈ ReplicasContent i
The HRRS calculates determined
upload contribution using truthful
desired upload contribution
announced by the user and the
Myerson equation
(Expected net proﬁt,
Each edge server applies equation (5)
mode)
to calculate its expected net proﬁt
due to serving the new user with
determined upload contribution
either in P2P or CS modes
(Address of edge server, HRRS selects the address of the
mode and determined
edge server with the maximum
upload contribution)
expected net proﬁt and replies the
end-user with the address, mode
and determined upload contribution

DNS, domain name system; RR, request routing; P2P, peer to peer; CS, client–server.

maximizing and employs a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the bidder (end-user) [27].
ϕ ðbÞ ¼ b 

1  CDFðbÞ
→OptðbÞ ¼ ϕ 1 ð0Þ
PDFðbÞ

(10)

In this equation, b = βUser.BWP2P,i, where b symbolizes the private value of the user. The Myerson
function is denoted by ϕ(b). CDF(b) and PDF(b) represent the CDF and PDF of private value of users,
respectively. Opt(b) = ϕ  1(0) gives the optimum price of the auction or the optimum contribution of
the end-user.
While the Myerson approach determines the amount of bandwidth contribution for end-users, we
need another economic mechanism to assign an end-user to the most proﬁtable edge server. In order
to select the best server among, TRR(i,User), a simple oligopoly is applicable. Oligopolistic markets
are based on collusion and are able to increase their beneﬁt to maximum, keeping the prices as much
as the monopoly price [10]. Foundation of these markets is based on cooperation of a small group of
sellers splitting the market and acting as price setters. It is proved that the equilibrium for an oligopoly
is Nash equilibrium3 [10]. As mentioned earlier, the price of P2P service, βUser .BWP2P,i, is determined
in equation (10), and the competition of ﬁrms, edge servers, would be only on quantity. For the new
end-user, the optimum edge server denoted by OptESUser among the candidate edge servers, TRR(i,
User), obtained based on equation (9) and is expressed as follows:
OptESUser ¼ argmax ðF ðθÞÞ : fESjES∈TRRði; UserÞg

(11)

ES

4.2. Mechanism design
In this section, the HCDN RR (HRR) is introduced formally as an economic mechanism. The set of
messages, M, employed in HRR is introduced in Table 2.
3
Nash equilibrium: a situation in which economic actors are interacting with one another, each choose their best strategy given
the strategies that all the other actors have chosen.
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Figure 5 illustrates the ﬂow of μ(θ), in HRR. In step 1, HRR receives the request of the user in the
form of a hybrid content distribution request message. This message, in addition to the ID of the content and address of the user, contains its maximum desired contribution level to receive the content in
P2P mode. The user is assumed to be rational and aware that an incentive-compatible auction is
employed to reveal its private value. Thus, the dominant strategy for the user is to declare truthfully
its maximum upload contribution [27] quantiﬁed by equation (8).
Hybrid CDN–P2P network RR begins when an end-user requests for the content i. First, the HRRS,
in Figure 5, receives the hybrid content distribution request message and performs the following operations as step 2: First, it determines the optimum bandwidth contribution, based on equation (10),
and decides to accept or reject the user’s request. Second, HRR sends address of the user and the
ID of the requested content through a traditional RR request message to the traditional DNS-based
mechanism (traditional RR server).
In step 3, HRRS receives the traditional RR response (TRRRS) message. For rejected requests (endusers with desired contribution less than determined contribution level), HRR forwards the address of
nearby edge servers obtained from TRR to the end-user to receive the content in CS mode (jumps to
step 6). But for accepted requests in step 4, using expected net proﬁt request messages, HRRS, requests the edge servers introduced in TRRRS message to determine their expected proﬁt if they serve
the new user with determined bandwidth contribution. In step 5, edge servers respond HRRS with expected net proﬁt response messages and determine their maximum expected net proﬁt to serve the new
end-user in addition to the respective content distribution mode. Finally, in step 6, HRRS selects the
server with maximum expected net proﬁt and through a hybrid content distribution response message
provides the user with the address of the selected edge server, the preferred content distribution mode
and the requested bandwidth contribution.
It is assumed that h(μ(θ)) is being calculated using equation (9). Moreover, the mechanism acquires
the contribution level from the proﬁt-maximizing auction and selects the most proﬁtable edge server
and content delivery mode through equation (11). Therefore, it can be concluded that the mechanism
is able to maximize the objective function, equation (9). In other words, the mechanism realizes the
objective function F(θ).
In HRR mechanism, HRRS sends requests to the traditional DNS-based RR mechanism frequently.
Therefore, the best possible place for the HRRS servers seems to be on the same physical machine or
the same network of presence of the DNS-based traditional RR. If the HRR ﬁnds all the servers listed
in TRRRS message saturated, it queries higher level DNS-based RR for potential servers. This case
happens only when all the local edge servers are saturated; thus, it harms locality of trafﬁc but improves reliability of the system and increases the potential of the system to overcome ﬂash crowds.

Figure 5. Request Routing Mechanism of Hybrid CDN-P2P network (HRR mechanism). P2P, peer to
peer; CS, client–server; ENPRS, expected net proﬁt response; ENPRQ, expected net proﬁt request;
TRRRQ, traditional request routing request; DNS, domain name system; TRRRS, traditional request
routing response; HRRS, hybrid request routing server; HCDRQ, high content distribution request
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5 depicts that HRR, as a distributed mechanism, uses 10 messages to route a request.
Because messages transferred for steps 4 and 5 are sent concurrently, only six round-trip times are
sufﬁcient to route a request in HRR.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
5.1. Experimental setup
We have employed a custom-written simulation test bed to study the performance of HRR. The
discrete event simulation is written in C++, compiled using Borland C++ 5.02 compiler, and
runs on a Windows machine with two 3.2 GHz processing cores and 4 GB of RAM. Because RR
mechanism in HRR demands the strategic decision of the end-users, and it is not possible to have
thousands of real users simultaneously, their behaviour is also simulated and fed to the test bed.
Although the HRR mechanism is theoretically able to solve the problem in any environment,
maximum effort has been made to set the parameters as real as possible. Some of the parameters of
the environment (e.g. sequence and source address of requests and location of edge servers and
replicas) are set using the real log ﬁles of a traditional CDN during the month of May 2013, operating
in Australia. Other parameters are assigned based on approximate distribution of parameters in the
geographical domain of the referenced CDN [36].
Among the parameters of end-users, the source IP address and the sequence of requests are extracted
from the CDN’s trace log ﬁles. Because measurement of different features of users is not in domain of
this research, some simplifying assumptions are made to set their private values. The upload and
download capacities and their respective prices are assumed as random variables having normal distribution with standard deviation equal to one-fourth mean. Values of preferences of users are also set
using the same approach.
A typical 1000 s streaming content with bandwidth of 500 kbps (medium quality 240p with H.264
encoding) is considered as the CS service [37]. Bandwidth of P2P content is assumed as double of CS
service, 1 Mbps (480p with H.264 encoding) [37]. Price of bandwidth for CS service is extracted from
the SLA of the CDN, and in order to keep the SLA incentive compatible, the price of bandwidth for
P2P service is assumed as one-fourth of CS bandwidth price. Considering equation (1), cost of P2P
service per user in the SLA for the content provider is half of the CS service. It is assumed that 10 edge
servers have replicas of the stream. These servers are able to distribute the content in both P2P and CS

Table 3. Summary of parameters used in experiments
Parameter

Value

BWCS,i
BWP2P,i
PCS,i
PP2P,i

0.5 Mbps
1 Mbps
$80/Gbps
$20/Gbps

BWPriceEdge_Server
PriceUser,D

[60, 76] $/Gbps
$100/Gbps

PriceUser,U

$200/Gbps

DLCUser

4 Mbps

ULCUser

1 Mbps

Comment
Bit rate of an average quality video
Bit rate of a good quality video
Price of traditional CDN service in the SLA
To keep the SLA incentive compatible, the price
of CS service is assumed to be two times of the
P2P service price per user
Network bandwidth price at different edge servers
Average price of download bandwidth, a normal
distribution with standard deviation of one-fourth
average is used in the simulation
Average price of upload bandwidth, a normal
distribution with standard deviation of one-fourth
average is used in the simulation
Average of download bandwidth in geographical
domain of the referenced CDN
Average of upload bandwidth in geographical
domain of the referenced CDN

CDN, content delivery network; SLA, service-level agreement; P2P, peer to peer; CS, client–server.
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modes. One HRRS server is responsible to perform RR for this network. Table 3 represents values of
parameters used in experiment.
In our experiments, a traditional DNS-based RR returns address of three nearest servers for each request. The administrator at the beginning of content delivery service assigns values of the PDF and
CDF of the private values of end-users. After that, the number of requests became enough, and before
bootstrapping of P2P network, the HRRS gradually calculates the mean and variance of bids to have
good estimates of PDF and CDF functions used in the Myerson mechanism. In order to keep the experiments comparable, churn rate of end-users is not considered. In other words, the users enter the
system in an accumulative manner to enable us to study the behaviour of the HRR increasing the load
without worrying about the churning rate. As number of replicas compared with number of end-users
is negligible, we have excluded replication cost from cost calculations. When the simulation starts,
users request for the content, one by one, receive the hybrid content distribution response message
and make strategic decision on joining P2P network or receiving CS content.
5.2. Experiments
In order to study the performance of HRR, we have studied its outcome in four different experiments.
First, we have studied the behaviour of HRR under a real workload. Next, we have compared outcome
of HRR with other strategies. At the third experiment, we have studied the effect of parameters of the
contracted SLA in the behaviour of HRR and end-users. The last experiment is devoted to studying the
performance and economics of hybrid content distribution under future conditions.
5.2.1. Normal operation
In the ﬁrst experiment, 2000 requests are submitted to the system. Distribution of the end-users among
edge servers and economics of HRR are reported in Table 4.
The two last rows of the table show the cost and revenue of the system assuming a pure CS content
delivery and enable us to compare the economics of the HCDN with a traditional CDN. The last
Table 4. Summary of results for serving 2000 end-users
Edge server ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total

Bandwidth price
76
60
62
64
74
66
68
76
70
68
68
($/Gbps)
Number of
70
478
446
227
117
213
130
66
122
131
2000
end-users
Number of P2P
61
391
376
190
106
188
105
58
103
104
1682
end-users
Number of CS
9
87
70
37
11
25
25
8
19
27
318
end-users
α
0.16
0.16
0.156 0.176 0.187 0.159 0.15 0.182 0.142 0.185 0.164
Bandwidth spent 14.27 106.1 93.92 52.02 25.3 42.37 28.25 14.57 24.15 32.8 433.8
by the server
(Mbps)
Bandwidth
65.5 434.5
411
208.5 111.5 200.5 117.5
62
112.5 117.5 1841
delivered to
end-users (Mbps)
Bandwidth
51.23 328.4 317.07 156.47 86.15 158.12 89.25 47.425 88.35 84.7 1407.2
contribution of
end-users (Mbps)
Cost in hybrid
1.075 6.375 5.825 3.325 1.875
2.8
1.925
1.1
1.7 2.225 28.225
mode ($)
Revenue in hybrid 1.58
11.3
10.33
5.28
2.55
4.75
3.1
1.48 2.825 3.15 46.35
mode ($)
Cost in pure CDN 2.65 14.35 13.825 7.275 4.325 7.025 4.425
2.5
4.275 4.45
65.1
mode ($)
Revenue in pure
2.8 19.125 17.85 9.075 4.675 8.525
5.2
2.65 4.875 5.25
80
CDN mode ($)
CDN, content delivery network; CS, client–server; P2P, peer to peer.
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column of the Table 4 shows aggregated outcome of HRR mechanism for all the edge servers. Based
on these results, we can see that although most of the users prefer to receive the content with higher
quality using P2P network and contribute in content distribution, 19.05% of them (381/2000) strategically decided to received the CS content. These CS end-users did not ﬁnd it possible (14.9% of them
due to their downlink capacity) or economic (4.15% of them due to their preference function and upload bandwidth price) to contribute in P2P content delivery and receive higher-quality content. Considering the average value of α reported at the last column of Table 4, the HCDN affords only
16.4% of bandwidth delivered in P2P network. The HCDN has spent 433.8 Mbps upload capacity,
P2P end-users have provided 1407.2 Mbps bandwidth and the system succeeded to deliver a total of
1841 Mbps bandwidth to 2000 end-users.
In this experiment, although the price of service (in the SLA) for a P2P end-user receiving double
bandwidth is half of a CS end-user, HRR has succeeded to increase the net proﬁt of pure CDN mode
from (80–65.1 = $14.9) to (46.35–28.25 = $18.125) in hybrid mode. This observation reveals the win–
win situation for the content provider who has to pay $46.35 instead of $80, and the HCDN earns
$18.125 instead of $14.9 and also for 83.6% (1682/2000) of end-users who received the content with
double quality. It is also observable that servers with lower bandwidth price, that is, servers 2 and 3,
succeeded to serve more users, and it is easy to ﬁnd out that when number of P2P end-users at an edge
server increases, it becomes able to absorb more end-users and succeeds to offer the P2P service to
more end-users.

5.2.2. Comparison of hybrid request routing with other strategies
In order to study the performance of HRR, we have implemented three other RR strategies. These
strategies include the following:
• Non-oligopolistic RR with the Myerson auction. The Myerson auction is moved to edge servers,
and users are free to choose one of handful nearby edge server strategically.
• Oligopolistic RR with Vickrey auction. Instead of the Myerson approach, a Vickrey auction
receives requests and determines the contribution level using second-price auction.
• Pure CDN where the P2P content delivery is shut down and all requests are served in
CS mode.
As shown in Figure 6, HRR is able to provide more net proﬁt compared with all other
approaches. This experiment implies that both maximization of end-user’s contribution and
economical balance of the load on edge servers are necessary to reach the maximum proﬁt for
the HCDN. Application of the Myerson mechanism even without oligopoly gives more net proﬁt
compared with Vickrey truthful auction. This observation veriﬁes that Vickrey and all the classes
of VCG truthful auctions are not able to maximize the net proﬁt and just beneﬁt social welfare of
the end-users [27]. In fact, class of VCG mechanisms is able to reveal the private values of endusers, but they are not able to beneﬁt from this information, maximize the net proﬁt and maximize
the total payment of end-users (in the form of upload bandwidth). As expected, the lowest outcome
belongs to pure CS strategy.

Figure 6. Comparison of net proﬁt in different mechanisms varying number of end-users.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5.2.3. Effect of parameters of service-level agreement in hybrid request routing
The third experiment is devoted to study the effect of variation of parameters of the SLA in
economics of content distribution. These parameters are varied in two scenarios: price of P2P
service is varied, while the price of CS service is kept constant, and bandwidth of the P2P content
is varied against the bandwidth of CS content, while the bandwidth of CS service is kept
steady. Two thousand requests are submitted to the system, and effect of the variation in the
SLA parameters on both economics of the hybrid content distribution and decisions made by the
end-users is reported.
Figure 7 illustrates the effect of variation of price ratio, P_ratio = PP2P/PCS, on the number of
requests served in P2P mode when PCS is kept constant. Effects of this variation on cost of the content
distribution for the content provider (revenue of HCDN), the cost of content distribution for HCDN
and the net proﬁt of HCDN are illustrated in Figure 8.
Figures 7 and 8 represent that variation of the P2P trafﬁc price against price of the CS
service does not affect the contribution of end-users. When the price of the P2P service is below
a threshold (0.21 × PCS), all the requests are served in CS mode. Therefore, the cost of content
distribution for the content provider (revenue of the HCDN) and cost of the content distribution
for HCDN have remained constant. After the threshold, P2P content distribution becomes
economic for HCDN, and as a result of contribution of end-users, content distribution cost for
HCDN drops. Effect of this sudden decrease of content distribution cost on the revenue function
is also visible. After the threshold, the revenue and the net proﬁt of HCDN increase linearly.
So, below this threshold, the HCDN loses its incentive to distribute the content in P2P mode,
and just above this threshold, the content is delivered in hybrid mode. Practically, this threshold
can determine the minimum price of P2P service in hybrid content delivery.

Figure 7. Effects of variation of Price of P2P bandwidth on number of P2P end users

Figure 8. Effects of variation of Price of P2P bandwidth on economics of HCDN
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. (a) Number of peer-to-peer (P2P) end-users varying bandwidth of P2P stream, (b) bandwidth
contribution of P2P end-users varying bandwidth of P2P stream, (c) net proﬁt of hybrid content delivery network–peer-to-peer network (HCDN) varying bandwidth of P2P stream, and (d) revenue and
cost of HCDN varying bandwidth of P2P stream
Figure 9(a–d) illustrates effects of the variation of bandwidth ratio (B_ratio = BWP2P/BWCS) on the
economics and performance of the HCDN.
Figure 9(a) depicts that increasing the quality of P2P content motivates more end-users to contribute
their bandwidth into the P2P networks and receive P2P content. With settings given in Table 3, when
the bandwidth of the P2P content is 2.235 times more than CS content, the number of P2P end-users
and the net proﬁt of HCDN are maximized as illustrated in Figure 9(a and c, respectively). At this
point also, the content distribution cost for the content provider (revenue of HCDN) is minimized.
Figure 9(b) shows that maximum total bandwidth contribution of end-users does not necessarily
happen when the number of P2P end-users is maximized. Instead, when the quality of P2P content
increases, end-users with limited upload capacity become unable to satisfy requested upload contribution of the HCDN, but end-users with high-upload capacity ﬁnd it beneﬁcial to contribute more and
receive higher-quality content. Increasing B_ratio forces the HCDN to afford a bigger fraction of
P2P content delivery bandwidth and decreases its net proﬁt. Because of the fact that upload capacity
of the end-users is limited, with further increase of B_ratio, the HCDN loses its incentive to
deliver the P2P service, its net proﬁt decreases and it makes the HCDN offer just CS service, like a
traditional CDN.
5.2.4. The performance of hybrid request routing under future conditions
Because of the increasing trend of the end-user access bandwidth and streaming video quality, major
competitors of content delivery market are getting ready for distribution of very high bandwidth
content. In future, it would be common to have the streaming video content with quality as high as
1080p, 2160p or even 4320p. In addition, in the future, the average access bandwidth of end-users will
be improved several times. In this test, the performance of HRR mechanism is studied under future
conditions.
Considering the year 2018 as the future reference point, the average access bandwidth of the
end-users, their bandwidth price and parameters of the SLA are scaled considering the global
[38] and local [39] forecasts of the network performance and economics. Based on these forecasts,
the average access bandwidth is assumed to be 42.5 Mbps [38]. The price of content delivery
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 5. The performance of HRR under future conditions
Encoding standard
Resolution of CS content
Resolution of P2P content
Bandwidth of CS content (Mbps)
Bandwidth of P2P content (Mbps)
Number of P2P end-users
Number of CS end-users
α
Bandwidth spent by the HCDN (Gbps)
Bandwidth delivered to end-users (Gbps)
Bandwidth contribution of end-users (Gbps)
Cost in hybrid mode ($)
Revenue in hybrid mode ($)
Net proﬁt in hybrid mode ($)
Cost in pure CDN mode ($)
Revenue in pure CDN mode ($)
Net proﬁt in pure CDN mode ($)
Improvement of the net proﬁt in
HCDN compared with traditional
CDN

VP9
720p
1080p
1.378
2.182
1841
159
0.168
0.894
4.236
3.342
20.263
32.623
12.359
62.469
73.493
11.024
37.9%

1080p
1440p
2.182
6.522
1735
265
0.185
2.672
11.894
9.222
60.556
90.857
30.3
98.917
116.373
17.456
33.3%

h.264
1440p
2160p
6.522
10.4
1689
311
0.162
4.873
19.593
14.719
110.47
171.193
60.716
295.664
347.84
52.176
35.4%

480p
720p
1.0
2.5
1928
72
0.169
0.887
4.892
4.005
20.095
34.053
13.957
45.333
53.333
8
40.9%

720p
1080p
2.5
4.5
1845
155
0.178
1.865
8.690
6.824
42.281
65.683
23.402
113.33
133.33
20
35.9%

1080p
1440p
4.5
8.0
1733
267
0.173
3.600
15.065
11.456
81.599
124.466
42.867
204.00
240.00
36
34.4%

service and bulk bandwidth are scaled down with respect to the improvement in the average access
bandwidth. In order to choose the video qualities of the future HCDN, a wide spectrum of video
qualities from 720p to 2160p is used. It is assumed that the video is encoded with Google’s new
VP9 video codec [40] and popular h.264 codec. As it can be apparently seen in Table 5, qualities
of CS and P2P content are set as (720p and 1080p), (1080p and 1440p) and (1440p and 2160p) for
VP9 codec and (480p and 720p), (720p and 1080p) and (1080p and 1440p) for h.264 codec. In
this test, other parameters of the environment, like the topology of the underlying network, total
number of end-users and the duration of the streaming content, are kept consistent with those of
the previous experiments. Table 5 reports the performance and economics of the HCDN architecture with HRR mechanism under new conditions and for different video qualities. The results of
the experiment show that HRR has always succeeded to beneﬁt from the bandwidth contribution
of the end-users (α). As a result, the content provider always has to spend less (compared with
the traditional CDN economy), the HCDN provider has a positive and considerably large proﬁt
margin and a big fraction of end-users enjoy the stream of video with higher quality. The last three
rows of Table 5 report the cost and revenue of a traditional CDN economy and compare the net
proﬁt of HCDN architecture with the traditional CDN. This experiment vividly shows that the
HRR is able to keep the HCDN architecture more proﬁtable compared with the pure CDN
economy even in the future.
5.3. Practical implications
Our experiments depict that, employing an economic RR and using the hybrid content delivery
approach, it is possible to beneﬁt all the three sides of the content distribution economy. In other
words, the economic RR mechanism enables the HCDN to provide a big fraction of end-users with
higher-quality content, increase the proﬁt of HCDN provider and decrease the expenditures of content
provider at the same time. Therefore, there is a high economic potential for CDNs to offer HCDN
services and improve their proﬁt.
These experiments also show that the parameters of the SLA between HCDN and the content
provider must be adjusted with special care. In other words, although the price of P2P bandwidth
must be less than the price of CS bandwidth, it must be more than a special threshold to incentivize
the HCDN to offer the hybrid service. This threshold affects from the private value of end-users, and
in this study, we showed that the minimum value of PP2P at the SLA must be at least 0.21 * PCS.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Bandwidth of P2P content must be large enough to incentivize the end-users to contribute in the P2P
content delivery. We showed that in this environment, for a wide spectrum of the P2P QoS, the economic RR for hybrid content delivery can increase the proﬁt signiﬁcantly. Also, we observed that in
this domain, the net proﬁt of HCDN compared with the total bandwidth contribution of P2P endusers inﬂuences more from population of the P2P end-users. In other words, increase of quality of
P2P service can maximize total bandwidth contribution of the end-users, but this maximum point
does not necessarily maximize the net proﬁt of the HCDN because at this point the HCDN has to
spend more bandwidth to incentivize a relatively small group of end-users to contribute in the P2P
content delivery.
In order to verify the scalability of HCDN architecture and HRR mechanism, some simulation
studies performed. In these experiments parameters of the underlying network scaled considering
the forecasts of global network growth. In addition in these experiments the effect of new video
encoding standards on the performance of HRR studied. Results vividly show that HRR mechanism
is able to guaranty the performance and economics of content distribution in HCDN, even in
the future.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced a new RR mechanism for the streaming content distribution in HCDNs. Design of the
mechanism performed considering both performance and economic constraints. Maximization of the
net proﬁt of the CDN owner is set as the optimization goal, and we showed that the problem consists
of two isolated decisions, the optimum requested bandwidth contribution and the optimum assignment
of end-users to edge servers.
Experimental results demonstrate that application of HRR makes it possible to serve a big fraction
of end-users with higher-quality content, improve the net proﬁt of HCDN provider and at the same
time decrease the expenditures of content provider. In order to evaluate the performance of HRR, some
other strategies including Vickrey second-price auction were implemented, and experiments show that
compared with all other strategies, HRR has the best outcome.
Effect of the SLA parameters in the economics and performance of hybrid content distribution was
studied, and we have also showed that parameters of the SLA must be determined by considering incentives of the content provider, the HCDN provider and end-users.
Scalability of the HCDN architecture and HRR mechanism was studied under future conditions, and
we showed that HRR remains effective even when the access bandwidth improves and the quality of
the video stream increases several times.
Content delivery networks optimize their performance by relying on two key mechanisms: RR and
RP. In the future, we will consider RP mechanism for streaming content of hybrid CDN–P2P architecture. Because the HCDN serves the users with either CS or P2P mode, the RP mechanism of an HCDN
has a fundamental difference with RP in traditional CDNs. This mechanism in addition to challenges
of RP in traditional CDNs will optimize two sets of edge servers (CS and P2P) to replicate the content
in CS and P2P modes.
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